CIFI SALES CENTER CHONGQING

IPPOLITO FLEITZ GROUP
establishes a dialogue between
mankind and nature in an art
gallery-like sales centre
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C H O N G Q I N G – Young and lifestyle-oriented,

zones that complement instead of competing
with the strong architectonics of the building’s
arched walls and core.
The design team planned the lower floor
to amplify brand and place, while the upper floor
showcases the housing development itself. Linking the two, a dramatic floating staircase rises
against a large vertical aluminium lighting wall.
A central space under the circular core focuses
attention on video projections and a large architectural model to showcase the property.

millennials comprise China’s most affluent
demographic and they want it all: intensely
urbane, they have a yen for the natural world
too. On the mountainous outskirts of megacity
Chongqing, a 1800-m2 sales centre for real estate
developer CiFi is as boldface as its clientele, and
by embodying what they value, serves as a potent
communication tool for the developer.
With its clear-glass frameless façade, the
fulgent building by Ippolito Fleitz Group frames
a gallery-like interior meant to be admired from
the outside, but which can also admire the natural landscape from within. Both furniture and
art echo the surrounding landscape in their
form, structure and surface qualities, fostering
a dialogue between nature and art.
While the design exudes a ‘gracious spaciousness’ and clarity, visitors are deliberately
not allowed to view everything all at once in
order to reveal the CiFi ‘residential world’ more
intensely. A variety of design elements generate
a strong sense of verticality while establishing

P r e v i o u s S p r e a d The glassy façades
of the sales centre allow it to meld with
the surrounding landscape, providing a
bridge to nature, and a strong sense of the
relationship between inside and outside,
man and nature.

L e f t A dramatic floating staircase with

terrazzo steps and a built-in glass railing
is backgrounded by a vast vertical aluminium lighting wall feature.

B e l o w The highly graphical ceiling con-

Spencer Huang (Highlight Images)

sists of suspended chromed metal disks
that give it a feeling of great depth.
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This sales centre
is as boldface as
its clientele, and
by embodying
what they value,
serves as a potent
communication tool

P r e v i o u s S p r e a d A monumental

circular core on the upper floor focuses
visitors’ attention on multimedia
presentations.

L e f t The interior features a variety of

design elements that establish a strong
sense of verticality, including a graphical
ceiling and tall metal curtains.

A b o v e With sustainability in mind,

the centre was designed such that, once
the real estate sales phase is complete,
the building will enjoy an afterlife as a
restaurant or clubhouse.

P l a n The sweeping building boasts an

aerodynamic shape and a bold rounded
core.
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CIFI SALES CENTER QINGDAO

For a real estate sales centre,
IPPOLITO FLEITZ GROUP
immerses visitors in a relaxing
ocean front lifestyle
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A sculptural staircase leads down to the first
floor, which hosts a large-scale architectural
model of the property, a VIP room, more views
and a lounge bar for sales discussions. From
here, a lift runs to the ground floor where, in the
cafeteria, the maritime mood is amplified by the
use of transparent blues and shiny silver tones.
This space exemplifies the arc of the interior
design, from clear, open areas to dense zones
with haptic qualities that serve as a condensed
showcase for luxury ocean living.
Built with adaptive reuse in mind, the
centre can be repurposed as a restaurant with
minimal construction when the sales phase of
the project is complete.

inspiration for Ippolito Fleitz Group’s design of
real estate developer CiFi's 2400-m2 sales centre. A showcase for luxe seaside living, the space
emphasises a deep immersion in that lifestyle,
with the interior design playing on the theme in
a variety of ways.
From furniture to artworks, the property’s
proximity to the sea is emphasised on all floors.
Guests begin on the second floor, where a lowceiling room featuring a dozen photographs
depicting ocean horizons introduces visitors
to the theme. In an enclosed room, a sales presentation plays before low seating crafted from
stylised hawsers. As the film ends, the screenwall opens up, giving access to a balustrade with
an ocean view.
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P r e v i o u s S p r e a d The team created

a sales centre for a luxury seaside property
development that immerses visitors in a
maritime mood.

L e f t The designers highlighted the

development’s proximity to water in
both subtle and direct ways, from fin-like
aluminium lamella to rippling steel panel
ceilings and generous fields of aqua
blue glass walls.

A b o v e On the second level, a gallerylike room displays a dozen photographs
of ocean horizons.

R i g h t On the top floor, where visitors

start their journey, a sales presentation
plays in a small cinema furnished with
low seats crafted from stylised hawsers.

CIFI SALES CENTER QINGDAO

Fenfang Lu

Q I N G D A O – Its beachfront location was the
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From furniture to artworks, the
property’s proximity to the sea
is emphasised on all floors

B e l o w The customer journey ends in the

ground floor cafeteria, where the designers
condensed the maritime mood through
the use of transparent blues and shiny
silver tones.

R i g h t The designers gave the sales centre
an open, flowing character and an atmospheric but subdued colour palette: black,
white and grey are accented with pale
wood, aqua blue glass and mineral hues.

P l a n The rich layout varies from densely
concentrated areas to more spacious
zones.
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SHANGHAI GUIJIU EXPERIENCE CENTER

IPPOLITO FLEITZ GROUP
translates the high quality
of a cult Chinese liquor into
visual sophistication

L e f t The interior features a combination
of digital and analogue media to make the
display more engaging.

A b o v e The rippling metal mesh exterior
alludes to the mountainous region where
baijiu making began and gives the traditional drink a youthful and cosmopolitan
appeal.
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L e f t The store’s interior is a refined

mash-up of diverse patterns and textures,
with furniture by both HAY and Zaozuo.

R i g h t Circular mirrors hang at various
angles from the ceiling, reflecting the
diaphanous layers and mineral textures
around them.

P l a n The design team envisioned a floor

plan featuring geometries that aren’t common to the typical retail environment.

Sui Sicong

S H A N G H A I – Baijiu, a versatile and increas-

ingly popular cocktail spirit, has its origins in
the difficult to reach mountainous province of
Guizhou in southwest China. For Guijiu, a new
brand of the traditional liquor, German firm
Ippolito Fleitz Group ensured that both the inside
and outside of its 120-m2 flagship represented the
geographical origins of, and meticulous production process behind, the Chinese spirit. Visually,
the space also unites the long tradition of baijiu
making and drinking with contemporary culture.
Certainly the customer journey begins
outside. The design team built a ‘building within
a building’, inspired by the overlapping mountain
silhouettes of Guizhou to sculpt a modern, undulating exterior and a swank but youthful interior.
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The space translates into an ensemble of chic
materials and geometric forms the exceptional
care with which the brand invests the production
process: Every object and surface is crafted with
precision, from marble floors and metal mesh
ceiling to the anodised stainless steel tube wall
system, which was also designed to recall the
Guizhou mountains. These superimposed silhouettes boast a layered transparency and lend
the space a sense of intimacy while welcoming
exploration.
To complete a captivating customer journey, the interior combines custom digital and
analogue media displays also developed by the
designers.
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